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In Yesterday’s Session 
Bullion which was sustaining positively in first half gave away its gain to close almost flat, near its previous 
close. MCX Gold was in narrow range of just 100 points and managed to end session on positive note by 0.25%. 
In Comex price tried to find support near $1262 levels. Silver struggled to move into positive and continued 
with its bearish trend and was lower by 120/- from Tuesday’s close. Expect bullion price remain in bearish trend 
as upbeat U.S. employment data and optimism over a major U.S. tax plan continued to support demand for the 
dollar.  
 
Crude was down 2.5% and slipped below 3650 level in MCX after EIA inventory data showed a sizable gain in 
U.S. gasoline stockpiles. Report showed that gasoline inventories increased by 6.8 million barrels much higher 
than expectations for a gain of 1.7 million barrels. For distillate inventories reported gain of 1.7 million barrels. 
While crude oil inventories fell by 5.6 million barrels last week. NYMEX WTI crude was also move down by 
2.36% at $56.26 levels. NG remained in narrow where higher levels attract selling pressure but price still 
managed to close half a percent higher from previous close.  
 
Base metals after Tuesday’s major fall were trying to stabilize but overall still remained weak in Wednesday. 
Copper which was trading positively by 1% pared its gain in later half and moved near its previous close. Placing 
further pressure on copper were inflows of stocks at LME warehouses. Stocks in copper rose 10,650 tonnes to 
192,550 tonnes. Lead was only metal which was looked strong and close higher by a percent.  The base metals 
selling off which suggests stale long liquidation has emerged after prices failed to extend its recent rallies, and 
with the year-end approaching it is not surprising some profit-taking is being seen. 

Technical Levels for Today  
METALS 

METALS S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 TREND 

GOLD 28370 28560 28720 28980 29180 29340 Bearish 

SILVER 36960 37280 37530 37890 38230 38480 Bearish 

CRUDE  3550 3585 3630 3676 3707 3747 Bearish 

NG 183 185 187.30 192.30 194.70 196.30 Bearish 

COPPER 418 421 424.50 427.30 431 434 Bearish 

NICKEL 676 687 691 707 713 718 Bearish 

LEAD 157 159 161 163 165.60 167.70 Bullish 

ZINC 196 198 200.40 201.70 203.70 206 Bullish 
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Technical Levels for Currency 

CURRENCY 

S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 Trend 

USDINR 64.24 64.35 64.54 64.68 64.92 65.09 BULLISH 

EURINR 75.77 75.96 76.23 76.58 76.76 76.94 BULLISH 

GBPINR 86.10 86.20 86.33 86.53 86.64 86.77 BULLISH 

JPYINR 57.17 57.36 57.57 57.75 57.85 58.02 BULLISH 

Todays Event  

Time IST KEY EVENT (US) EXPCD PREV IMPACT 

07:00 PM Unemployment Claims 241K 238K Bullion 

09:00 PM Natural Gas Storage - -33B Natural Gas 
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How to these Technical Levels 
  
S1, S2 & S3 are Support Levels. 
R1, R2, R3 are Resistance Levels. 
  
If Expected Trend is Bullish 
Try to take long position around support Levels 
And Exit around Resistance Levels. 
  
If Expected Trend is Bearish 
Try to take Short position around Resistance Levels. 
And Exit around Support Levels. 
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